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ABSTRACT
This paper describes Japanese textual entailment recogni-
tion systems for NTCIR-10 RITE2. The tasks that we
participated in are the Japanese BC subtask and the Ex-
amBC subtask. Our methods are based on some machine
learning techniques with surface level, syntax and seman-
tic features. We use two ontologies, the Japanese WordNet
and Nihongo-Goi-Taikei, and Hierarchical Directed Acyclic
Graph (HDAG) structure as the syntax and semantic infor-
mation. For the ExamBC task, the confidence value from
a classifier is important to judge the correctness as the en-
trance exams. To predict a suitable confidence value, we
apply a weighting method of each output from several clas-
sifiers. In formal runs, the best accuracy rates in the meth-
ods for the BC and the ExamBC tasks were 77.11 points and
59.84 on the macro F1 measure, respectively. Although the
method based on SVMs was better than others in terms of
the macro F1 measure, the weighted scoring method pro-
duced the best performance for the correct answer ratio
(45.4%).
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1. INTRODUCTION
This paper describes Japanese textual entailment recog-

nition systems for NTCIR-10 RITE2 (the Japanese BC sub-
task and the ExamBC subtask) [8]. Our methods, KitAi1,
are based on some machine learning techniques such as SVM.
The basic features are based on surface-based alignment.
However, a simple bag of words feature is generally insuffi-
cient. Therefore, we introduce semantic information. As the
semantic information, we use two ontologies; the Japnaese
WordNet [1] and Nihongo-Goi-Taikei [2]. In other words, we

1Short of Kyushu Institute of T echnology (Department of
Artificial Intelligence). The English meaning is “expecta-
tion.”

apply a surface-based alignment process with the semantic
information to our textual entailment recognition systems.

However, the surface-based alignment process can not han-
dle the structural information of each sentence, such as de-
pendency relations. Therefore, we introduce a structure fea-
ture with semantic and grammatical information. We use
the Hierarchical Directed Acyclic Graph (HDAG) structure
[7] to compute a similarity between t1 and t2. The HDAG
structure can handle the structural information of a sentence
and semantic information of each word in the sentence.

For the ExamBC task, a confidence value of each output is
one of the most important factors because of the correctness
as the answer of an examination question. Therefore we
introduce a weighted scoring method to estimate a suitable
confidence value for the selection process.

In the next section, we describe features and methods
about our textual entailment recognition systems. Next, we
discuss our experimental results on the development data
and formal run in Section 3. Finally, we conclude our meth-
ods in Section 4.

2. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
First, we explain features for our methods. Then, we de-

scribe classifiers for the BC and ExamBC tasks.

2.1 Features
The feature set for our methods consists of three types of

linguistic information; (1) word correspondence, (2) HDAG
and (3) others. For the feature extraction process, we use
JUMAN2 as a morphological analyzer and KNP as a depen-
dency parser3. Finally, we obtain 36 features for our textual
entailment recognition systems.

2.1.1 Word Correspondence
The basic features in our method are based on correspon-

dence between t1 and t2 in surface level. We compute the
rates of words of t1 containing in t2 and words in t2 contain-
ing in t1, respectively. We also compute the WER (word
error rate) score based on the edit distance.

For these features, we use three types of input lists for
t1 and t2: the all word list, the content word list and the
simplified word list. The all word list contains all words in
t1 and t2. The content word list contains nouns, adjectives,
verbs in t1 and t2. The simplified word list contains words
linking directly to the main predicate verb in each sentence.

2http://nlp.ist.i.kyoto-u.ac.jp/index.php?JUMAN
3http://nlp.ist.i.kyoto-u.ac.jp/index.php?KNP
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Figure 1: The simplification process.
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Figure 2: The word correspondence with ontologies.

Figure 1 shows the simplification process of a sentence. By
using the simplified word list, we can compute a similarity
of compressed meanings between sentences.
Furthermore, we extend each word by using two ontolo-

gies: the Japnaese WordNet [1] and Nihongo-Goi-Taikei [2].
For the Japnaese WordNet, we use the synonyms database,
which is created by synsets and manually annotated. For
Nihongo-Goi-Taikei, we use words that belong to the same
semantic class for each word. Figure 2 shows the process
of calculation of word correspondence degrees. We compute
the edit distance by using the DP matching.

2.1.2 HDAG
To compute a similarity between two sentences, bag-of-

words representation is the most general way to express fea-
tures of them. However, it is insufficient to represent the
features of each sentence because of lack of relations between
words.
To solve the problems, Suzuki et al. [7] have reported

a new graph-based approach, called Hierarchical Directed
Acyclic Graph kernels (HDAG). The method can handle
many linguistic features in a sentence and includes char-
acteristics of sequence and tree kernels. The HDAG is a hi-
erarchized graph-in-graph structure. It represents semantic
and grammatical information in a sentence. We have used
the HDAG for a sentiment sentence extraction task [6].
In this task, we introduce this structure for the similarity

calculation. We apply three layers to the structure: pos
layer, semantic layer and word layer. Figure 3 shows an
example of the structure with the three layers. Our method
computes the similarity of the HDAGs of two sentences.

2.1.3 Others
We add some features to our method. First, we use the

number of negation words in each sentence. The inconsis-
tency of the number of negation words between two sen-
tences has the potential of the disagreement of entailment
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Figure 3: An example of HDAG structures.

between them.
Next, we compute the length values of the all word list

and content word list. If the length values of two sentences
are extremely-different, it indicates that the two sentences
disagree with high probability.

2.2 Methods
For the BC task, we use three classifiers with the open

source software Weka4. They are SMO, Logistic and Rota-
tion Forest. SMO (MethodBC1) is a support vector classi-
fier with John Platt’s sequential minimal optimization algo-
rithm [3]. Logistic (MethodBC2) is a multinomial logistic
regression model with a ridge estimator. Rotation Forest
(MethodBC3) is a regression model with a base learner [5].
The base learner is the C4.5 algorithm [4]. These methods
are determined heuristically.

For the ExamBC task, we use AdaBoost with SMO (Meth-
odEX1) and Logistic (MethodEX2) in a similar way. We
focus on a weighted scoring approach as the 3rd method
(MethodEX3) for the ExamBC task. The reason that we
apply the weighted score to the ExamBC task is that the
task evaluates the correct answer ratio for entrance exams.
In the ExamBC task, the output value of each instance is
used as a confidence score for tie-breaking multiple Y labels
on series of pairs on a certain topic. Therefore, estimation
of the output of the method is one of the most important
factors for the correct answer ratio.

The MethodEX3 computes a confidence from three clas-
sifiers; AdaBoost with SMO, Logistic and Rotation Forest.
First, the method obtains three output values from the clas-
sifiers. Then, it computes a weighted score by

Score =
α× SMO + β × Logistic+ γ ×RotationForest

3
(1)

where α = 0.5, β = 1.0 and γ = 0.5. These values are
determined heuristically from the development data set.

3. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we describe the results of our methods on

the development data first. Next, we discuss the formal run
results.

3.1 Development data
First, we evaluated our method with the development data

set by using the leave-one-out cross validation. In this ex-
periment, we focused on the effectiveness of each feature,
such as word correspondence and HDAG. The methods in

4http://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/ml/weka/
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Table 1: The experimental result for BC task.

Features Accuracy MacroF1

WCbase 65.6 58.8
WCcont 77.1 76.7
WCsum 59.1 47.0
WCbase+WCcont 78.1 77.8
WCbase+WCcont+WCsum 77.9 77.5
WCall+HDAG 77.9 77.5
WCall+OTHER 79.5 79.3
ALL 79.4 79.2
ALL without Ontologies 78.4 78.2

Table 2: The experimental result for ExamBC task.

Features Accuracy MacroF1

WCbase 58.6 43.8
WCcont 65.9 64.6
WCsum 58.8 43.6
WCbase+WCcont 65.3 64.2
WCbase+WCcont+WCsum 65.4 64.6
WCall+HDAG 66.7 65.8
WCall+OTHER 65.5 64.4
ALL 66.5 65.5
ALL without Ontologies 64.1 63.3

the experiment were MethodBC1 for the BC task and Meth-
odEX1 for the ExamBC task, respectively. In other words,
the methods were based on SVMs.
Table 1 and Table 2 show the experimental results for

the BC task and the ExamBC task, respectively. In the
tables, WC denotes word correspondence features. WCbase,
WCcont and WCsum denote the features using all word, con-
tent word and simplified word lists, respectively. “+” de-
notes the combination of features. WCall denotes all word
correspondence features, namelyWCbase+WCcont+WCsum.
HDAG and OTHER denote the features described in Section
2.1.2 and Section 2.1.3. “ALL without Ontologies” denotes
the features that combined WCall without two ontologies
and HDAG+OTHER.
The WCall+OTHER feature set for the BC task and the

WCall+HDAG feature set for the ExamBC task produced
the best performance. The features about the content word
list were effective for both the tasks. For the ExamBC task,
the method with HDAG generated a slight positive effect
on the both criteria. Although the method with HDAG
correctly classified some instances that were incorrect by
the method without HDAG, some instances were classified
incorrectly by using HDAG, namely structure information.
Figure 4 shows an example of the mistake. In this instance,
some word correspondence features for t2 to t1 generated
high values. As a result, the method without HDAG classi-
fied this instance correctly. However, the relations between
the subject word and the main predicate verb, [Stockholm
Olympic → Olympic Summer Games] and [Stockholm →
city], mismatched. Therefore, the method with HDAG pre-
dicted the incorrect label for this instance.
The method with ontologies outperformed that without

t1. 1912 5 5 7 27

Stockholm Olympic is the Olympic Summer Games in Stockholm, 
Sweden from May 5, 1912 to July 27.

t2. 
Stockholm is a city in Sweden.

Word Correspondence of t2 to t1 is high.

Word relation:
t1. Stockholm Olympic

→ Olympic Summer Games         

t2. Stockholm → city   

conflict!

Figure 4: An incorrect instance.

Table 3: The results on the formal run.

Data Method HDAG MacroF1

MethodBC1
With 77.1
Out 76.9

BC MethodBC2
With 72.4
Out 75.5

MethodBC3
With 76.2
Out 76.0

MethodEX1
With 59.8
Out 61.3

EX MethodEX2
With 57.2
Out 57.4

MethodEX3
With 59.1
Out 60.8

ontologies for both the tasks (79.2 vs. 78.2 on MacroF1 for
the BC and 65.3 vs. 63.3 on MacroF1 for the ExamBC).
This result shows the effectiveness of expansions using on-
tologies, such as synonyms of each word.

3.2 Formal run
Next, we discuss the formal run results. Table 3 shows the

results. In the table, “With” and “Out” denote a method
with HDAG and a method without HDAG, respectively. All
submitted runs included HDAG information as the features,
i.e., the method with “With” in the table are our formal run
results for the BC and ExamBC tasks.

As in the case of the formal runs, incorporating HDAG
features to our method did not lead to the improvement
of the macro F1 measure. In some situations, such as the
MethodBC2 and the MethodEx1, the HDAG feature de-
creased the macro F1 measure. One reason that the ac-
curacy decreased is that the layer of the HDAG structure.
Since we used the POS layer as the upper layer of the seman-
tic layer, the similarity based on the HDAG was sensitive
to structure information of sentences rather than semantic
relations. Figure 5 shows an example of the problem. In
this example, the HDAG generates a high similarity value
because the POS layer is completely matched although the
meanings of them are entirely-different. We need to con-
sider the layers of the HDAG for computing more suitable
similarity values.
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Figure 5: An example of the layer problem.

Table 4: The correct answer ratio on the formal run.

Method MacroF1 CorrectAR

MethodEX1 59.8 36.1
MethodEX2 57.2 39.8
MethodEX3 59.1 45.4

Then, we compared the correct answer ratio for the Ex-
amBC task. For the ExamBC, important evaluation crite-
ria are not only the classification accuracy of textual en-
tailment, namely Yes or No, but also the accuracy on the
entrance exam. Table 4 shows the correct answer ratios of
three methods. The mirco F1 values are the same as Table
3. The CorrectAR in the table denotes the correct answer
ratio.
On the F1 measure, MethodEX1 (AdaBoost with SMO)

produced the best performance in our methods. However,
the MethodEX3 (weighted scoring) outperformed the two
methods on the correct answer ratio even though the MacroF1
of MethodEX1 was slightly better than thet of MethodEx3.
For the selection of the correct answer, the confidence value
from each method is important. Therefore, the MethodEX3
based on a weighting function with several classifiers’ out-
puts was suitable for the answer selection on the entrance
exam task. Parameter tuning on the weighting approach
and integration of other classifiers are our important future
work.

4. CONCLUSIONS
This paper described a Japanese textual entailment recog-

nition system, which is named KitAi. We used machine
learning techniques, such as SVM, and a weighted scoring
method for the BC and ExamBC tasks. We applied not
only simple bag of words features but also semantic and
grammatical information, namely ontologies and the HDAG
structure.
The best accuracy rate for the BC task was 77.11 points on

the macro F1 measure (10th among 42 methods). The best
accuracy rate for the ExamBC task was 59.84 on the macro
F1 measure (13th among 32 methods)5. All our methods
outperformed the baseline system [8]. For the correct answer
ratio on the ExamBC task, the weighted scoring method pre-
dicted the suitable confidence value even though the textual
entailment accuracy was lower than other methods.

In the development data and formal run, there was no
significant difference between the methods with HDAG and
without HDAG. To improve the accuracy, we need to con-
sider the layers in the HDAG. For the correct answer ratio on
the ExamBC task, estimation of the confidence score from
the method is one of the most important points. To improve
the criterion, we need to add more suitable classifiers to the
weighting method. In addition, to determine appropriate
parameters, namely weights in Equation (1), is important
future work.
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